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Questions/comments to start the class



Locke’s state of nature

What are the characteristics of the state of nature on Locke’s
account?

1 A state of natural rights (life, liberty, property), accessible by
reason

2 There is an assumption of equality

3 “this be a state of liberty, yet it is not a state of licence” (§6)

4 Not a war of all against all

5 Each may punish violations of the rights of others, everyone is
an executor of the laws of nature
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Problems in the state of nature

Why do we need a state?

“I easily grant, that civil government is the proper remedy for the
inconveniences of the state of nature, which must certainly be
great, where men may be judges in their own case, since it is easy
to be imagined, that he who was so unjust as to do his brother an
injury, will scarce be so just as to condemn himself for it.” (§13)



The Lockean state

People leave the state of nature and enter a commonwealth “by
setting up a judge on earth, with authority to determine all the
controversies, and redress the injuries that may happen to any
member of the commonwealth; which judge is the legislative, or
magistrates appointed by it. And wherever there are no such
decisive power to appeal to, there they are still in a state of
nature” (§89).



Legitimacy and consent

Locke believes that for a state to be legitimate it is necessary that
(i) its power is gained by the consent of the people and (ii) that it
not consistently violate the natural rights of its subjects. Both of
these raise problems.

1 Have we really consented to the power the state has over us?
Locke says that tacit consent is sufficient. What does this
mean? What are the conditions for tacit consent?

2 Who decides whether the state has overstepped its bounds?
What happens if it does? Should we be willing to return to
the state of nature?



Locke’s argument for private property

An argument from rights?

Though the Earth, and all inferior Creatures be common to
all Men, yet every Man has a Property in his own Person.
This no Body has any Right to but himself. The Labour
of his Body, and the Work of his Hands, we may say, are
properly his. Whatsoever then he removes out of the State
that Nature hath provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his
Labour with, and joyned to it something that is his own,
and thereby makes it his Property. (§27)



Or from utility?

Nor is it so strange, as perhaps before consideration it may
appear, that the Property of labour should be able to over-
ballance the Community of Land. For ’tis Labour indeed
that puts the difference of value on every thing; and let
any one consider, what the difference is between an Acre
of Land planted with Tobacco, or Sugar, sown with Wheat
or Barley; and an Acre of the same Land lying in Common,
without any husbandry upon it, and he will find, that the
improvement of labour makes the far greater part of the
value. (§40)



Two conditions on property acquisition

1 There must be “enough, and as good, left for others” (§27).

2 You must not let what you acquire spoil (§31).

Questions: What is the significance of money to these
conditions? Are the conditions sufficient for making acquisition
from the commons just?



Debate: is private property just?

Activity: Form two groups. One group will get assigned the task
of defending the claim that private property is just. The other will
get assigned the task of criticising this claim. Come up with the
best arguments you can in your group. We will then have a small
debate. You may use Locke to support your arguments, but you
don’t have to.


